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LOT # QTY

1Auction Rules Refresher1

NM copy of this scarce Rick & Morty treasury book!
1Rick and Morty Double Size Treasury #2 Oni Press2

New with tag. He has a few scuffs, but is still in great shape.
1Stay-Puft Ghostbusters 24 inch Bank3

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot4

All seven seasons plus a documentary about comics to screen
stories and the Demon Knight spin-off movie, all sealed.

1Tales From The Crypt DVDs (Lot of 9)5

Made by The Noble Collection. Brand new, never displayed, still in
original box. Box opened only for inspection, but contents never
removed. Main photo is from stock.

1Hobbit Map * Key of Thorin Oakenshield6

VF-NM issues of Afterlife with Archie between #2 and #10. Great
Francavilla cover art!

1Afterlife With Archie Comics Group (6)7

Funko Pops! Lanyard, ornament, light up tumbler, and more. You
get all pictured.

1Nightmare Before Christmas Toy Lot8

Still sealed. Hard to find UK Import. Original Master Recording!!!
1Beatles Rubber Soul UK Import Sealed!9

LOW NUMBER! #3/250. Fine art officially licensed with Warner
Bros. Studio. Signed by artist Vanderstelt. Absolutely stunning art.
Measures 35" wide by 22" tall.

1Bag End Signed Canvas Fine Art #3/25010

Made by Department 56. Opened only for inspection and photos;
never displayed. With original boxes.

1LOTR Ornament Lot of (3) - Saruman Gandalf Frodo11

Neat group of items related to Death from Neil Gaiman's Sandman!
Includes a dealer counter standee, a Diamond Previews with
Sandman insert cards, and an Action Comics #894. All in sharp
VF-NM grade.

1Death (Sandman) Comics & Related Group12

LOT # QTY

Plants Vs. Zombies, Hello Neighbor, and more. Mint in sealed
packages. One of the figures is detached from the card.

1Video Game Toy/Collectible Lot13

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot14

Includes White Stripes, Phish, Barenaked Ladies, Foo Fighters,
Kings of Leon, and James Blunt. 13/16 sealed.

1Modern Rock CDs (Lot of 16)15

Made by Department 56. Opened only for inspection and photos;
never displayed. With original boxes.

1LOTR Ornament Lot of (2) - Gimli & Legolas16

Complete run of DC/Vertigo's Accelerate in VF-NM condition.
1Accelerate (Vertigo) #1-4 Set17

NBA, MLB, NFL, and golf. All are mint in sealed packages.
1Sports Toy/Collectibles Lot18

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “A” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - A Bands/Artists19

Rare white label promotional 45 RPM featuring the songs The
Time is Now and The Glory of Love. Excellent condition with
Warner Brothers sleeve.

1Jimmy Durante White Promo 45 RPM20

Made by Department 56. Opened only for inspection and photos;
never displayed. With original boxes.

1LOTR Ornament Lot of (2) Strider & Arwen21

VF-NM condition issues of New 52's Animal Man.
1Animal Man (N52) #0-20 + Annual22

Mint in sealed packages. A few packages have shelf wear as
pictured.

1Star Wars Toy/Figure Lot23

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot24

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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DVDs and Blu-Rays of horror flicks spanning from the 30s to today,
classics and schlock alike.

1Horror Movies (Lot of 22)25

Made by Department 56. Opened only for inspection and photos;
never displayed. With original boxes.

1LOTR Ornament Lot of (2) Rivendell & The Shire26

Hey Adult Swim fans! Here's a nifty Robot Chicken variant cover
for Aquaman #12 in VF-NM condition.

1Aquaman #12 ROBOT CHICKEN Variant!27

An assortment of Pop! Fun! Mint in sealed packages.
1Funko Pop! Figure Lot28

Mint in sealed box.
1Star Wars Boba Fett Deco Light29

4 issues in the #273-301 range. Condition is filler/reader to Good.
1Action Comics Silver Age Group of (4)30

Made by Department 56. Opened only for inspection and photos;
never displayed. With original boxes.

1LOTR Ornament Lot of (2) Orthanc & Prancing Pony31

Complete run of Archie/Predator from Dark Horse. VF-NM
condition.

1Archie Vs. Predator #1-4 Set32

Ghostbusters, Strangers Things, and Penny Dreadful! Mint in
sealed packages.

1TV/Movie Game Lot33

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot34

CDs featuring Tom Petty, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Keith Urban, Credence
Clearwater Revival, and more (including city-slicker working man
Bruce Springsteen)

1Long Haired Country Boys (Lot of 8)35

Made by NECA. PLEASE note that these are EXTREMELY
FRAGILE. All three of the large sized ones are damaged/broken in
some way. Only the smaller guy seems to be unscathed. This
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

1Balrog Candle Holder RARE Lot of (4)36

LOT # QTY

Complete run of the classic Caliber series. VF-NM condition.
1Baker Street #1-6 Set37

Cranekings and Sailor Moon Pop! Mint in sealed packages.
1Manga/Anime Figure Lot38

4 issues in the #329-358 range. Condition VG to VG+.
1Action Comics Silver Age Group of (4)39

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “B” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - B Bands/Artists40

Varied degrees of wear, though nothing appears to be broken or
chipped.  PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

1LOTR Goodies Lot of (8)41

Great art style in this oddball Batman run! VF-NM condition.
1Batman Li'l Gotham #1-1242

Plush Joker, figures, die-cast cars, and A Harley Quinn book and
mask set. Mint in sealed packages.

1DC Toy/Collectible Box Lot43

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot44

Includes Charlie Daniels Band, Rolling Stones, Beatles, Queen,
Black Crows, and many more!

1Music DVDs, Movies  & Concerts (Lot of 17)45

Everything appears to be in good condition with no broken pieces.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

1LOTR Fancy Pieces Lot of (3)46

This is really a lot for Batman #222 featuring the "Beatles" in VG
condition - but we had a couple other loose Batman books we also
tossed in: Batman Noir Alley + Batman #423 with the McFarlane
art cover F-VF.

1Batman Comics Group of (3) Beatles47

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Figures, blind packs, and more. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages.

1Disney Toy/Collectible Box Lot49

Superman is infected with Virus X! VG/VG+ condition.
1Action Comics #363-364/Virus X/Silver Age50

Some have broken bits (a few chipped pieces included). See pics
for details. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

1LOTR Snow Globe Lot of (5)51

Two complete sets of the DC/Vertigo title Battleaxes in VF-NM
grade.

1Battleaxes (Vertigo) #1-4 - Two Sets!52

4 issues in the #362-371 range. Condition VG to Fine.
1Action Comics Silver Age Group of (4)53

Blind balls, ice tray, figures, pencils, and more! Mint in sealed
packages.

1Marvel Toy/Collectibles Lot54

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot55

Varied degrees of wear. May include some broken parts. The
Arwen figure is broken as pictured, and the helmet has a cracked
strap as pictured.

1LOTR Figure & Goodies Lot56

Complete run of the PC issues. F-VF
1Bernie Wrightson Master of the Macabre #1-357

Includes Foreigner, The Scorpions, Steve Perry, Poison, and
Queen! All sealed.

1Arena Rocking CDs (Lot of 6)58

A game, horror haul box, blind packs, and more! Mint in sealed
packages.

1Horror Toy/Collectibles Box Lot59

4 issues in the #317-330 range. Condition is filler/reader to Good.
1Detective Comics Group of (4) #317-33060

Glass mugs and 3 picture frames. Overall very good condition with
minimal storage wear. The Prancing Pony mug is cracked, as
pictured.

1LOTR Goodie Lot of (7)61

LOT # QTY

VF-NM condition.
1Bettie & Veronica (Archie) #1-2 Adam Hughes62

(3) issues of Silver Age Detective Comics. VG to VG+ condition.
1Detective Comics #338,348,and 350 Silver Age63

(2) 12" figures, die-cast vehicles, and more. Mint in sealed
packages.

1DC Toy/Collectible Box Lot64

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot65

All glass. Never used. No chips or cracks.
1LOTR Mug & Goblet Lot of (12)66

Great crime noir series! Francavilla art. VF-NM condition.
1The Black Beetle #0-4 Set67

Includes stuff like Howard The Duck, The Sprit, Total Recall
(remake), and more!

1Sci-Fi & Superhero Movies (Lot of 18)68

Figures, vehicles, and more. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages.

1Star Wars Toy/Figure Lot69

#91/100. Fine art officially licensed with Warner Bros. Studio.
Signed by artist Vanderstelt. Absolutely stunning art. Measures 35"
wide by 22" tall.

1Rivendell Signed Canvas Fine Art70

Includes Gimli character mug, Lurtz character mug, and 2-pack
pint-sized cup set. All are brand new in original boxes, never used.

1LOTR Mugs & Cups Lot of (3)71

Promotional window clings from DC Comics for Hawk & Dove,
Batman, Superman/Doomsday, and Transmetropolitan. All new
and unused.

1DC Window Clings Group Batman Superman72

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “C” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - C Bands73

Marvel Legends, Funko Pop, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
1Marvel Toy/Collectibles Lot74

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot75

Set of 2 pewter goblets. Made by The Noble Collection. In
excellent condition, never used. 7" tall.

1Lord of the Rings Set of 2 Pewter Goblets76

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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VF-NM condition.
1Black Orchid #1-3 Neil Gaiman Vertigo77

Includes  Etta James, Hart, Cyndi Lauper, Janis Joplin, and the
Barenaked Ladies (who aren't ladies, but picked the name to trick
promoters)

1Ladies of All Kinds of Genres (Lot of 7)78

Die-cast vehicles and a plastic model. Batman, Back to the Future,
Speed Racer, and more. Mint in sealed packages.

1Movie/TV Vehicle Lot79

(3) issues from the Silver Age. #351 features the first Cluemaster!
Good to Good+ condition.

1Detective Comics #342,346,and 351 Semi-Key80

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Extended Edition bow set.
With Blue Ray movie and statue. Opened only for inspection,
statue is still sealed inside.

1The Hobbit An Unexpected Journey Extended Edition81

Two complete sets of the DC/Vertigo title Blood & Water in VF-NM
grade.

1Blood & Water #1-5 Vertigo 2 Sets82

Mint in sealed box.
1Star Wars R2-D2 Ceramic Bank83

Multiverse figure set, Hikari Japanese Vinyl Joker (limited to 750),
and more. Mint in sealed packages.

1DC Toy/Collectible Box Lot84

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot85

The Hobbit: Desolation of Smaug Extended Edition box set. With
Blue Ray movie and statue. Brand new, never opened, still sealed.

1The Hobbit Desolation of Smaug Extended Edition Bo86

VF-NM condition.
1Books of Magic #1-4 Vertigo Neil Gaiman87

A mix of movies & TV shows including Harry Potter, He-Man,
Dungeons & Dragons, Golden Compass, Treasure Island, and
more!

1Flights of Fantasy (Lot of 15 DVDs)88

Vehicle with figure, ice cube tray, black series figure, and helmets.
Mint in sealed packages.

1Star Wars Toy/Figure Lot89

(3) issues of Silver Age Detective Comics. VG to VG+ condition.
1Detective Comics #350,352,and 357 Silver Age90

The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies Extended Edition box set
- Blue Ray movie w/ statue. Box opened for inspection, statue still
sealed inside.

1The Hobbit Battle of the Five Armies Extended Edit91

LOT # QTY

VG+ to F condition.
1Brother Power The Geek #1-292

NM condition. The Open Door EP.
1Death Cab For Cutie Open Door EP Record93

You get all pictured. All are unbuilt and mint in sealed packages.
1Model Kit Box Lot94

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot95

Made by Weta. Measures 16 1/4" wide by 12 3/4" tall. Brand new,
never displayed, still with original tube.

1Thorin's Map Weta Poster96

This issue is full of truthiness! Cool variant art cover featuring
Stephen Colbert. VF-NM condition.

1Captain America #1 Stephen Colber Variant97

Season sets and best ofs for shows like Doctor Who, Game of
Thrones, Stargate, Munsters, Greatest American Hero, and many
more!

1Genre TV Sets (Lot of 16)98

Classic to Modern. Reaction figures, a skeleton, and more. You get
all pictured. Most are mint in sealed packages.

1Horror Toy/Collectibles Box Lot99

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “F” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - F Bands100

Made by Weta. Measures 11 5/8" wide by 16 1/2" tall. Brand new,
never displayed, still with original tube.

1New Zealand Map of Middle-Earth Weta Poster101

VF-NM condition.
1Casanova Acedia #1-4 Matt Fraction102

(3) issues of Silver Age Detective Comics. VG to VG+ condition.
1Detective Comics #352,361,and 367 Silver Age103

Figures, Funko Pops! And blind packs. Mint in sealed packages.
1Marvel Toy/Collectibles Lot104

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot105

Made by Weta. Measures 29" wide by 21" tall. Brand new, never
displayed, still with original tube.

1Map of the Shire Weta Poster106

VF-NM condition.
1Catwoman #1-4 Jim Balent era107

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Includes artists like John Lee Hooker, Marvin Gaye, the Stray Cats,
George Thorogood, & more! Two are open.

1Blues, Soul, Swing, & Related (Lot of 11)108

Figures, die-cast, and blink packs. Blind packs are sealed. Most of
the other toys are mint in sealed packages.

1DC Toy/Collectible Box Lot109

Debut of Neal Adams. Neal does the ink over Infantino pencils.
VG/VG+ condition.

1Detective Comics #370 1st Neal Adams!110

Made by Weta. Measures 23 1/8" wide by 11 5/8" tall. Brand new,
never displayed, still with original tube.

1Disturbance of the Peace Weta Art Print111

12x19 lithograph poster for Sandman: The Dream Hunters signed
by Neil Gaiman. Issued at the San Diego Comic Book Expo 1999.
#150/400. In great shape with a few minor dings.

1Signed & Numbered Sandman Print SDCC112

Debut of the Batmobile based on the Classic TV show. Batgirl
cover. VG/VG+ condition.

1Detective Comics #371 1st TV Batmobile!113

321 pieces. Mint in sealed package.
1Star Trek Mega Bloks Transporter Room114

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot115

Made by Weta. Measures 24" wide by 16 1/2" tall. Brand new,
never displayed, still with original tube.

1Map of the Wilderlands Weta Poster116

Complete run. VF-NM condition.
1Chiaroscuro #1-10 DC/Vertigo Set117

Includes The Who, Three Dog Night, Steve Miller Band, Peter
Frampton, Tom Petty, Rush, all the music that's best heard under
the influence.

1Stoner Rock CDs (Lot of 9)118

Plush Donkey Kong with tag, figures, Space Invaders shot glasses,
and more. Mint in sealed packages.

1Video Game Toy/Collectible Lot119

Framed art cell and background of Frodo & Sam from the 1977 The
Lord of the Rings movie. Signed by director Ralph Bakshi. Cell is
approx. 12" wide by 10" tall. Frame is 22 1/2"" wide by 20" tall.

11976 Lord of the Rings Frodo & Sam Animation Cell120

Made by Weta. Measures 23 1/4" wide and 11 3/4" tall. Brand new,
never displayed, still with original tube.

1Riddles in the Dark Weta Art Print121

LOT # QTY

VF-NM Condition.
1Clean Room #1-4 Gail Simone Vertigo122

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “H” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - H Bands/Artists123

Figures and construction set. Mint in sealed packages. The Rubik's
Crew figure has shelf wear as pictured.

1Transformers Toy/Collectible Lot124

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot125

Made by Weta. Measures 18 1/4" wide by 13 1/2" tall. Brand new,
never displayed, still with original tube.

1Bag End Floor Plan Weta Poster126

A couple different Constantine series here, with several variant
covers! Check photos for title list. VF-NM condition.

1John Constantine Comics Group (21) Variants!127

Includes Deadpool, Heavy Metal, Seth McFarlane shows, Robot
Chicken, and more! Blu-Rays and DVDs.

1Grown-Up Cartoons & Comic Book Movies (Lot of 13)128

Ceramic chrome banks. Mint in packages.
1Skull Bank Dealer Lot129

(3) issues of Silver Age Detective Comics. VG to Fine condition.
1Detective Comics #379,380,385130

Made by Weta. Measures 14 1/4" wide by 10 1/4" tall. Brand new,
never displayed, still with original tube.

1Map of East Farthing Weta131

Two sets of Cosmic Odyssey. VF-NM Condition.
1DC Cosmic Odyssey #1-4 Set Mignola132

1st Legion of Super-Monsters. VG/VG+ condition.
1Adventure Comics #309 Super-Monsters133

Plushes with tags, figures, a couple blind packs, and more. Mint in
sealed packages.

1Disney Toy/Collectible Box Lot134

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot135

Made by Weta. Measures 22 1/2" wide and 23" tall. Brand new,
never displayed, with original shipping tube.

1Parchment Map of Middle-Earth Weta Poster136

Includes the Legends of DCU Special + 2 indexes. VF-NM
condition.

1DC Comics Crisis Group (3)137

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Books by or about Tim Russert, Paul Stanlet, Bob Dylan, Mick
Jagger, Bob Hope, and Disneyland.

1Famous People & Places (Lot of 6 Books)138

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
1Jurassic World/Dinosaur Figure Lot139

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “K” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - K Bands/Artists140

Original Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring vinyl movie
theater banner. 4' wide by 6' tall. In excellent condition with original
shipping box. Comes with the wooden rods for hanging.

1Lord of the Rings FotR Theater Banner141

Includes issues between #2-#34 plus miniseries and specials.
VF-NM condition.

1American Vampire Comics Group (39) Vertigo142

Includes #315,336,376, and 384. Condition ranges from Good To
VG+.

1Adventure Comics Silver Age Group of (4)143

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
1How to Train Your Dragon Figure Lot144

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot145

A monster of a vinyl banner. 10' wide by 5' tall. Excellent condition
with original shipping box.

1MASSIVE Lord of the Rings RotK Theater Banner146

Great shape! Undisplayed.
1DC Vertigo 1997 Oversized Calendar147

Seven concert movies and documentaries starring the Rolling
Stones!

1Rolling Stones DVDs (Lot of 7)148

Star Wars, Doctor Who, Back to the Future, and more. Mint in
sealed packages.

1Sci-Fi Toy/Collectible Box Lot149

Fashion victims. 12 inch dolls. Mint in sealed packages.
1Living Dead Dolls Lot of (4)150

Lot of 2. Made by NECA. Overall very good condition, but neither
have the spines for his crown. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to

1Witch-King Neca Candle Holders Lot of (2)151

LOT # QTY
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Issues between #1-18. VF-NM condition.
1Fables Fairest Comics Group (16) Vertigo152

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “M” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - M Bands/Artists153

Detailed figure from Gearbox/Cotswold. 12 inch figure with
accessories. Mint in sealed package.

1Cotswold German U-Boat 12" Figure154

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot155

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. There are some paint chips as
pictured. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

1Peregrin "Pippin" Took Weta Bust156

New 52 series. VF-NM condition.
1Sword of Sorcery Amethyst #0-7157

Ozzie Osbourne, The Scorpions, Def Leppard, Meat Loaf, Poison,
and more! All but one sealed.

1Head Banging Music (Lot of 11)158

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
1Imaginext Figure/Toy Lot159

(3) Silver Age comics. Condition ranges from VG to Fine.
1Superman #163,179,190 Silver Age!160

Low number! Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition with no
obvious cracks or broken pieces.  PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

1Bilbo Baggins #63/1000161

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

VF-NM condition.
1Deadenders #1-16 Run162

(4) Silver Age comics. Condition ranges from VG to VG+.
1Superman #191,203,210,216 Silver Age!163

Hello Kitty, Dragon Ball and more! Mint in sealed packages.
1Manga/Anime Figure Lot164

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot165

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Two of the fingers are broken, but the
pieces are included. There is a chip in his cloak and his whip is
cracked but still attached. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

1Orc Overseer Weta Statue166

VF-NM condition.
1Demon Knights #0-20 Run167

Classic to Modern, including sets & single movies on DVD and
Blu-Ray. Mostly open.

1Disney DVDs (Lot of 18)168

Set #66546. Mint in sealed package.
1Lego Batman Movie Set169

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “N” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - N Bands/Artists170

#804/10000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this
auction we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in
great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

1The Orcs of Moria Medallion #1171

LOT # QTY

VF-NM condition.
1Desolation Jones #1-6 Run172

Includes 5 issues in the #151 to 231 range. You get all pictured.
Comics are in the Good to Good + range.

1Superman Silver Age Group of (5)173

Mint in sealed packages.
1Star Wars Black Series AT-ST Walker174

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot175

#247/10000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this
auction we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in
great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

1The Nazgul Medallion #2176

VF-NM condition.
1Dial H #0-12 Run177

Bob Seger, Queen, Allman Brothers, Steve Miller Band, and more!
1Greatest Hits Albums (Lot of 8)178

8 figures. All are mint in sealed packages.
1Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Figure Lot179

Includes 4 issues in the #136 to 183 range. Condition ranges Good
to VG.

1World's Finest Silver Age Group of (4)180

#227/10000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this
auction we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in
great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

1The Industry of Isengard Medallion #3181

VF-NM condition.
1Django Unchained #1-6 + Variant182

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

Small box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “Q” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - Q Bands/Artists183

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
1Star Wars Action Figure Box Lot184

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot185

#294/10000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this
auction we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in
great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

1The Last Alliance Medallion #4186

VF-NM condition.
1Dominique Laveau Voodoo Child #1-7 +Variant187

Includes season sets and best ofs for He-Man, DuckTales,
Dungeons & Dragons, Astro Boy, Godzilla, & more!

1Kids TV on DVD (lot of 16)188

Batcopter, die-cast, vehicles, and a figure. Mint in sealed
packages.

1Batman Toy/Figure Box Lot189

Includes 4 issues in the #120 to 160 range. Condition ranges VG to
Fine.

1World's Finest Silver Age Group of (4)190

#95/10000. Low number! Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions.
In this auction we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is
in great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

1The Birth of the Uruk-Hai Medallion #5191

LOT # QTY

"Cops Snatch Hippie Sex Comic!" Note that this is just the outer
cover of the newspaper. Suitable for framing! A few chips, but
overall nice shape.

1National Insider 1969 R. Crumb Headline192

Includes #168, 171, and 173. Condition ranges from VG to VG+.
1World's Finest Silver Age Group of (3)193

Stuffed bears made by Gund. Mint with original hang tags.
1Star Trek TOS Bridge Crew Bears194

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot195

#169/10000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this
auction we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in
great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

1The Soldiers of the White Hand Medallion #6196

VF-NM condition.
1Drax #1-11 Guardians of Galaxy197

Includes The Moody Blues, Rod Stewart, Elton John, Queen, &
More! All sealed.

1Mad Dogs & Englishmen (Lot of 7 CDs)198

Ghostbuster, Ron Burgundy, and more! Mint in sealed packages.
1Movie Toy/Figure Box Lot199

Framed art cell of Boromir from the 1977 The Lord of the Rings
movie. Cell is approx. 12" wide by 9" tall. Frame is 16 3/4" wide by
14" tall.

11977 Lord of the Rings Boromir Animation Cell200

#324/10000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this
auction we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in
great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

1The Cave Troll Medallion #7201

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

VF-NM condition.
1Earth 2 #0-5 New 52 James Robinson202

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “S” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - S Bands/Artists203

Mint in sealed package!
1Narnia Stratego Board Game204

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot205

#570/1000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this auction
we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in great
condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

1The Watcher In The Water Medallion #8206

VF-NM condition.
1Fall of House of Usher #1-2 Richard Corben207

Includes 2112, Beautiful Loser, Warren Zevon, & more! All sealed.
1Full Albums (Lot of 7)208

Plush set of 4 and a die-cast yellow submarine. Mint in sealed
packages.

1Beatles Yellow Submarine Box Lot209

Wall clock featuring the legendary Jimi Hendrix. Clock is mint in
sealed packaging.

1Jimi Hendrix Wall Clock210

#69/1000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this auction
we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in great
condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

1The Uruk-Hai Berserkers Medallion #9211

LOT # QTY

Great noir crime series! VF-NM condition.
1Fatale #1-5 Ed Brubaker212

Includes #174, 176, and 177. Condition ranges from VG to VG+.
1World's Finest Silver Age Group of (3)213

Figures, blind packs, and more. Most are mint in sealed packages.
1Disney Toy/Collectible Box Lot214

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot215

#70/1000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this auction
we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in great
condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

1The Ambitions of Grishnakh Medallion #10216

Bronze horror! F-VF condition.
1Forbidden Tales of Dark Mansion #15217

Includes a Marvel Ghost Stories reprints & Top Cow's Battle of the
Planets alongside The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Klay,
Eoin Colfer's Hitchhiker's Guide novel, and a book about skulls in
pulp literature.

1Comics, Sci-Fi, & Pop Culture (lot of 5)218

Figures, Mr. Potato Heads, and more. Mint in sealed packages,
except for the Venom/Carnage set (they figures are coming off the
card).

1Marvel Toy/Collectible Box Lot219

An extremely rare Bragg Record Company pressing of Pal Brady
singing Trading Stamps and My Better Half. B-212 Nashville,
Tennessee. Gorgeous NM condition with a generic white sleeve.

1Pal Brady Rare Bragg Record Company 45RPM220

#262/1000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this auction
we have the complete set of 16 for sale. Very minor chip around
edge, but otherwise great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require

1The Return of King Theoden Medallion #11221

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY
extra packaging. 

VF-NM condition.
1Frankenstein SHADE #0-16222

(6) issues. Includes Semi-Key book (Superman #158) that features
Superman and Jimmy Olsen as Nightwing and Flamebird. Comics
are reader/filler condition.

1Superman/World's Finest Silver Age Group223

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
1Monster High Doll/Figure Set224

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot225

#240/1000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this auction
we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in great
condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

1The Warg Riders Medallion #12226

Great Vertigo oneshot with both covers for #1! VF-NM condition.
1Ghosts #1 w/Variant Vertigo227

Paperback reprints, circa the 70s, of classic 30s-40s pulp tales
starring the Man of Bronze!

1Doc Savage Paperbacks (Lot of 12)228

Figures, prop replica, and more. Most are mint in sealed packages.
1Horror Toy/Collectibles Box Lot229

Complete 81 card set in binder. Includes 6 chase/promo cards
including Anthony Cistaro as Michel Guinot Autograph Card, Jacket
Fabric Card worn by Carl Lumbly as Marcus Dixon.

1Alias TV Show Card Set/Binder/Chase Cards230

#264/1000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this auction
we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in great
condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

1The Master of Fangorn Medallion #13231

LOT # QTY

2 sets of the Peter Milligan series. VF-NM condition.
1Girl #1-3 DC/Vertigo - 2 Sets232

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “T” bands,
including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - T Bands/Artists233

8 figures. All are mint in sealed packages.
1Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Figure Lot234

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot235

#153/1000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this auction
we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in great
condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

1The Dilemmas of Smeagol Medallion #14236

VG-F condition.
1Girl From UNCLE #1 1966 Gold Key237

Includes horror novels like Anno Dracula and a collection of
Richard Matheson short stories!

1Horror Stories (Lot of 5)238

Die-cast, precision series and more. Mint in sealed packages.
1Cars (Pixar) Toy/Collectible Lot239

Sex, Drugs, Rock 'n' Roll, and the End of The World. VG++
condition.

1National Lampoon Presents Record Album240

#331/1000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this auction
we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in great
condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

1The Easterlines Medallion #15 Weta241

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

One or another of the Guardians of the Galaxy series. Marvel likes
to keep us confused by restarting with #1 every time the wind
blows. VF-NM condition.

1Guardians of the Galaxy #1-4242

Small box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “X-Z and #”
bands, including everything pictured Conditions from VG to NM,
overall in the VG+ range.

1Vinyl Records Box Lot - X-Z + # Bands/Artists243

Figures, construction set, and plush. Mint in sealed packages,
except for the plush, but he is new with hangtag.

1Minions Toy/Collectible Lot244

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

1Comic Book Short Box Lot245

#124/1000. Weta Sideshow Collectibles medallions. In this auction
we have the complete set of 16 for sale. This one is in great
condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

1The Duel of Light & Fire Medallion #16246

Treasury sized comic featuring Superboy & The Legion of
Superheroes. VG-F condition.

1All New Collector's Edition C-55 Superboy Legion247

Collected writings of rock journalist Dave Marsh, a biography of
Mick Jagger, a book on karaoke culture, a book on music urban
legends, and Butch Walker's memoirs.

1Books About Music (lot of 5)248

Odds and ends. A veritable treasure trove of fun. Condition varies.
1All The Rest Toy Box of Fun249

Framed art cell of Frodo from the 1977 The Lord of the Rings
movie. Cell is approx. 12" wide by 9" tall. Frame is 16 3/4" wide by
14" tall.

11977 Lord of the Rings Frodo Animation Cell250

Made by the United Cutlery Brands. Life-sized 1:1 replicas. Swords
are in great condition with matching wall mount.

1Legolas Twin Swords 1:1 Replica251

This lot includes the first appearance of Tattooed Man (Green
Lantern #23). Also includes an assortment of other DC core titles.
Condition ranges from reader/filler condition to Good/Good+.

1DC Silver Age Group of (8)252

LOT # QTY

Thanks for attending Day One of our 1000 lot Summer Blockbuster
event! Don’t forget to check the next three days for more incredible
finds from your pals at Back to the Past!

1TO BE CONTINUED252a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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